1. The clothing that the students are required to wear at school has been designed to:

   1.1 Enable the students to be identified as belonging to the College
   1.2 Enhance the image of the school
   1.3 Be comfortable and attractive
   1.4 Allow participation of all students in all activities
   1.5 Be economical and of good quality
   1.6 Contribute to the sense of pride in belonging to the College

2. All students are expected to wear the College uniform in a manner that reflects pride in the College. Amongst other things this means that:

   2.1 uniform will be clean
   2.2 in a state of good repair
   2.3 appropriately fitted
   2.4 worn without non-uniform garments being visible

3. THE GARMENTS OF UNIFORM

   Uniform is available from the official supplier. No other styles or brands will be permitted.

   3.1 Boys and Girls
   
   Pants and slacks: Plain Navy blue
   Shirt: Striped with College Logo (boys)
   Woollen Jumper: Navy blue with College logo
   Jacket: College Spray Jacket
   Shorts: Plain navy blue, knee length (boys only)
   Shoes: All black, plain leather.
   Fully enclosed supportive lace up or buckled shoe (standard shoe style)
   Socks: Plain white
   Scarves: Plain white or navy (Head/Neck)

   3.2 Girls
   
   Dress: Official College dress – knee length
   Skirt: Official College skirt – knee length
   Blouse: White, short or long sleeved with College logo
   Tights: Black/Navy blue (worn without socks)
   Jewellery & Makeup: Not permitted

   3.3 Physical Education Compulsory
   
   Polo Shirt: Official College shirt
   Shorts: Official College shorts
   Track Pants: Official College pants
   Rugby Top: Official College top
   Shoes: Supportive runners
   Socks: White
   Sports Cap: Navy blue with logo
3.4 Essendon Campus Students

*Full College uniform must be worn by all Year 11 and Year 12 students*

- An Essendon Campus polar fleece jacket is an additional item of clothing that can be purchased from the uniform supplier
- The Year 10 East Keilor top is *not* to be worn at the Essendon Campus and this has been clearly explained to students

3.5 College Sports Teams

College sports teams will wear the College P.E. uniform

3.6 Compulsory Physical and Sport Education

All students must change into the Physical Education uniform for practical classes and back into their College uniform at the completion of the class.

3.7 Excursions and Special Occasions

The degree to which students will be expected to wear school uniform will depend on the nature of the occasion and the activities involved. Staff will determine the requirements in consultation with the Campus Principal and parents will be informed. It is the expectation the wearing of full school uniform will be the norm.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

The Administration of the College is responsible for the ensuring that the rules of the College uniform are observed.

If a student is at school out of uniform, one of the following practices will be appropriate

- If the parent can be contacted the student will be sent home to return only when in full school uniform
- If the parent cannot be contacted the student will be provided with emergency clothing (if available) for that day and after that shall not return to school until they are in full uniform
- In an emergency, parents may write a note of explanation asking that an exemption be granted for that day
- Where there is a longer term difficulty, the school will consult with parents to find a solution
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